












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Convergence of the Sample Cumulative Distribution to the Distribution
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Comparison of SLC, SIC and Parzen Windows with 100 Data Points
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Comparison of SIC and Parzen Windows with 200 Data Points
True Density         







































































Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for IBM log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
Neural Network





















Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for IBM log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
Neural Network
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Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for JPM log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
Neural Network





















Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for JPM log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
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Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for GE log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
Neural Network





















Tail Behavior of the Density Estimate for GE log Stock Price Changes
Gaussian      
Neural Network
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